Chinee Orchestra includes 22 instruments
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Chinee Orchestra is powered by

The Engine that Enlivens.

QIN is a Windows native plugin
engine developed by Kong Audio to
realize the recreation of classic
Chinese instruments.
QIN engine adopts a more accessible design
paradigm. By combining intermediate
Extenders, advanced patch programming
can be achieved without the need to fumble
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*There are way more than
22 ¡§real¡¨ instruments in
the package: Winds
includes several different
flutes; Kong includes
several dozens of different
percussion instruments;
many contain two different
sizes of the same
instrument too.

Boxset available

with scripting, yet still retains advanced
features.
With the help of QIN engine, Chinee
Orchestra faithfully delivers the classic
Chinese instruments.

¡§Verdict: The most
comprehensive and
convincing sampled
authentic Chinese
instrument sounds
in the world.¡¨

CHINEE ORCHESTRA
The First Chinese Orchestra Library Ever.

Kong Audio Software Technology LLC
4F-C1,ShanRong Building, No.116, JinSha East Rd., LongHu
Dist., 515041 ShanTou, GuangDong, China
Tel: +886-931345341(English) +86-754-88941153(Mandarin)
Fax:+86-754-88607153
Email: info@chineekong.com
http://www.chineekong.com

The inspiring of Chinese sound
for composers and musicians
alike.

www.chineekong.com

A Classic Chinese Orchestra

Powered by QIN Engine

Chinee Orchestra contains a rich list of
traditional Chinese instruments from the
cream of Chinese history, covering four
categories: Winds, Plucked, Strings and
Percussion, thus making a full Chinese
orchestra arrangement possible.

QIN engine is tailored-made to
maximize the potential of Kong Audio
instruments, and genuinely realizing
the realism needed for getting the
Chinese instruments recreated in the
digital world.

Meticulously Crafted Samples

Highly Customizable

Each sample has been hand-picked and
crafted by top editors and the producer in
China. The end results are the precision in
every note and the way they are woven
as a whole to be so expressive.

Worldwide Appreciation

Since 2005, Kong Audio¡¦s Chinee Series
has received raving reviews from the
media around the world, as well as from
the composers in the business.

Made by Chinese Professionals
for Chinese Professionals

It takes one who bathes in the same air
and lives in the same civilization to
produce the authentic sound, and to make
it truly usable to satisfy the native
composers. E.g., the legato in Chinee
Orchestra has been specifically designed
for the Chinese instruments. That is why
Chinee Orchestra is the de facto tool of
choice among the professionals.

¡§...a must-have if you¡¦re involved in
film, world music.¡¨- Virtual Instruments Magazine

Chinee Orchestra can be customized
easily thanks to the intermediate
Extender control system. You can get
the music flowing in no time since QIN
engine handles part of the task for
you. To make it to fit your playing style
better, you can combine the Extenders
to customize the instruments to your
hearts desire, if needed.

Unique Extenders System

Flexible design: You can make the instruments your own.
Extendable features by using and combining the Extenders.
A different paradigm to accessing and weaving the samples.
Tailored to maximizing the potential of Kong Audio¡¦s sound
content.
NEW IN QIN RV 2.0: Multitimbral, multiout, overall optimization.

Get Chinee Orchestra,
Get China.

Extenders extend the functions of the
instruments. Currently there are more
than 20 Extenders: 3?keyswitches , 2
legatos, microtuning, speed detection,
pitch envelope, round-robin and many
many more. New Extenders are added
from time to time.
Genuine. Inspiring. Fun. All in one.
Download FREE Chinee GuZheng Classic, Mini
DiZi, Mini ErHu, free percussion loop pack!
http://www.chineekong.com

SYSTEM REQUIREMENT:
Windows (32/64 bit). 4 GB RAM. 6 GB disk space.
32/64 bit VST host sequencer compatible.

"These Chinee instruments should be
snapped up by any PC musician who
wants a taste of the orient¡¨ - Sound On Sound

www.chineekong.com

